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Company: Trendminer

Location: Belgium

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Your challenge

As a Team Architect, you will be working on our computing tech stack by preparing it for an

infinite scalable future in the cloud. You will be working with the team to define which

technologies are best suited for the challenge at hand, ensuring we can work in all our

environments to create the best possible user experience. You are driven by automation and

know-how to leverage CI/CD to create an efficient and qualitative delivery of our software.

What you will do

You will report to the Team Lead and collaborate to grow and build our platform

Work with the team and inspire, grow others

Assist in defining the way of working from a technical perspective

Apply DevOps best practices in the Team’s mindset

Be the technical coach for your peers

Assist in defining our platform architecture together with our Chief Architect

Expectations

Analyze internal and external business issues and problems and submit recommendations to

improve technical/specialized products/services based on best practice

Considers complex technical problems from a wider perspective to develop innovative

solutions
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Develop and work independently and on own responsibility

Be a valuable resource for other colleagues throughout the company

Influence a team in development projects and manage functional projects

Where necessary, coordinate the technical development with other teams

Where necessary, set the priorities on a delivery level

Follows-up on technical KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) and metrics

What you bring along

Proven experience building microservices and cloud-native platforms

Applied knowledge of software engineering best practices (TDD, DDD, SOLID, etc.)

Experience with streaming, time-series and big data analytics is considered an asset

Software engineering background or significant relevant experience

Eager to learn modern technologies and share your expertise with the team

Passionate about software development, innovation, and creative thinking

Team player both in attitude and achieving results

You are proactive and able to work autonomously

Broad interest in technologies

Fluent in English, knowledge of other languages is a plus

Experience with other technologies in our product portfolio is an advantage, in particular:

Kubernetes, Java, Spring Boot, Angular, Golang, Python, .NET/C#, …

Do not miss the opportunity to…

Become part of a smart and ambitious team that will help you thrive

Experience the rise of a successful and fast-growing company

Join a dynamic environment with a lot to learn and do



Work in and with international teams that are focused on delivering excellent value to our

customers

Work on an innovative big data analytics product

Design, implement, and test features using agile and DevOps methodologies.

What we offer

A competitive compensation package including a company car.

Flexible working hours and attention to work/life balance

Your choice of laptop (Windows, Linux, Mac)

Meal vouchers

Hospitalisation insurance (DKV)

Group insurance

Net benefits

An open-minded culture where you can ‘be your best you.’

Personal Learning and Development budget and guidance

Company managed and external training opportunities

Exciting and challenging initiatives and projects and the possibility to make a real

difference.

The opportunity to join a visionary technical innovator and work with state-of-the-art tools.

A great office at Corda in Hasselt

A 60% remote work policy
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